Abstract-It is challenging to handle a large volume of labels in multi-label learning. However, existing approaches explicitly or implicitly assume that all the labels in the learning process are given, which could be easily violated in changing environments. In this paper, we define and study streaming label learning (SLL), i.e.labels are arrived on the fly, to model newly arrived labels with the help of the knowledge learned from past labels. The core of SLL is to explore and exploit the relationships between new labels and past labels and then inherit the relationship into hypotheses of labels to boost the performance of new classifiers. In specific, we use the label self-representation to model the label relationship, and SLL will be divided into two steps: a regression problem and a empirical risk minimization (ERM) problem. Both problems are simple and can be efficiently solved. We further show that SLL can generate a tighter generalization error bound for new labels than the general ERM framework with trace norm or Frobenius norm regularization. Finally, we implement extensive experiments on various benchmark datasets to validate the new setting. And results show that SLL can effectively handle the constantly emerging new labels and provides excellent classification performance.
INTRODUCTION
M ULTI-LABEL learning has a great many achievements and prospects for its successful application to realworld problems, such as text categorization [1] , [2] , gene function classification [3] , [4] and image/video annotation [5] , [6] . In the multi-label learning problem, each example can be associated with multiple and nonexclusive labels, and the goal of learning is to allocate the most relevant subset of labels to a new example. In the era of big data, the size of label set is constantly increasing. For example, there are already millions of image tags in Flickr and categories in Wikipedia. Hence, the research challenge is to design scalable yet effective multi-label learning algorithms, which are capable to compromise the conflict between the prodigious number of labels and the limited computation resource.
A straightforward approach for multi-label learning is 1-vs-all or Binary Relevance (BR) [7] , which learns an independent classifier for each label. However, the constant increase on the size of label set makes it computationally infeasible. The prevalent technique to deal with label proliferation problem is to shrink the large label space by embedding original high-dimensional label vectors into low-dimensional representations. Different projection mechanisms can be adopted for transforming label vectors, including compressed sensing [8] , principal component analysis [9] , canonical correlation analysis [10] , singular value decomposition [11] and Bloom filters [12] . The predictions made in the low-dimensional label space are then transformed back onto the original highdimensional label space via a decomposition matrix [13] , [14] or k-nearest neighbor (kNN) technique [15] . Additionally, some works [16] , [17] attempt to select a small yet sensible subset of labels to represent the entire label set, and then learn hypotheses regrading this smaller label set.
Aforementioned learning methods successfully remedy the label proliferation problem and have achieved promising performance in different multi-label tasks. However, these methods may be restricted in two aspects. (a) Nearly all of these algorithms explicitly or implicitly assume that all the labels in the learning process are given for once, and thus they can only tackle a static label setting, which could be easily violated in changing environments. In practice, there is a rapid increase in the volume of labels as the understanding of data goes more in depth, disabling the static label setting in consequence. For example, in social network, users usually belong to different groups or clubs according to their individual characteristics or interests. With the fast development of information techniques and the convenient information transmission, there could emerge new interest groups or clubs, which should be timely and accurately recommended to prospective members. In event detection problem, it is urgent to timely and effectively investigate an emerging new event, which is excluded in the early detection systems. In this way, we can immediately integrate new events into the previous detection system by borrowing the knowledge from past events. Therefore, involvement of constantly emerging labels is very significant for the multi-label learning. (b) Although there are some tricks to adapt classical multi-label algorithms to handle emerging new labels, they could have various disadvantages. More precisely, independently learning for new labels would neglect the knowledge harvested from past labels; integrating new labels and past labels to re-train a new multi-label model requires a huge computation cost, which thus decreases the scalability of the multi-label system, especially when dealing with large scale scenario. As a result, it is challenging to efficiently and accurately model the emergence of the new labels.
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Targeting at the both problematic aspects, we define and study streaming label learning (SLL), i.e., labels are arrived on the fly, to learn a model for the newly-arrived k (≥ 1) labels given a well-trained model for the existing m (usually large) labels within multi-label learning context. The proposed streaming label learning algorithm equips with the capability of modelling newly-arrived labels with the help of the knowledge learned from past labels to timely and effectively respond to the changing and demands of environments. The core of SLL is to explore and exploit the relationships between new labels and past labels. Instead of decomposing the label matrix into label vectors in terms of different data points [7] , [13] , [15] , we examine it from the perspective of label space and represent each label through the response values on examples. Based on the idea of "labels represent themselves", the label structure exploited for labels self-representation stands for relationships between labels, which can be inherited by hypotheses of labels as well. Given the relationships between past labels and newly arrived labels, we can thus easily model the new labels with the help of the well-trained multi-label model on the large number of past labels. We theoretically suggest that the generalization ability of hypotheses of newly arrived labels can be largely improved with the knowledge harvested from past labels. Experimental results on large-scale real-world datasets demonstrate the significance of studying streaming label learning and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in timely and effectively learning new labels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the streaming label learning problem and propose the corresponding mathematical model. The optimization process is elaborated in Section 3 and theoretical analysis is given in Section 4. In Section 5, we present and analyze the experimental results, with concluding remarks stated in Section 6. All detailed proofs are shown in Appendix section.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we present a streaming label learning mechanism to handle the emerging new labels with the help of the knowledge learned from past labels, which is able to explore the previously well-trained multi-label model over a large number of labels and get rid of intensive computation cost. The proposed algorithm seeks to exploit label relationship via label self-representation, which has an important influence on the hypotheses of labels.
We first state multi-label learning (MLL) and introduce frequent notations. Let the given training data set denoted by D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x n , y n )}, where x i ∈ X ⊆ R d is the input feature vector and y i ∈ Y ⊆ {−1, 1} m is the corresponding label vector. Moreover, y ij = 1 iff the j-th label is assigned to the example x i and y ij = −1 otherwise. Let X = [x 1 , ..., x n ] ∈ R d×n be the data matrix and Y = [y 1 , ..., y n ] ∈ {−1, 1} m×n be the label matrix. Given dataset D, multi-label learning aims to learn a function f :
m that generates the prediction on label vector for a test point.
Label Relationship
Probe of label relationship is demonstrated to be critical and beneficial in boosting the performance of multi-label learning [18] , [19] , [20] . Given the label matrix Y = [y 1 , ..., y n ] ∈ {−1, 1} m×n , where Y ij indicates the response of i-th label on example x j , most works [7] , [13] , [15] treat Y from the perspective of column (example) and investigate different techniques to transform these example-wise vectors. By contrast, we propose to examine the label matrix from the label perspective, namely, considering the row-wise vectors as the representations of different labels. This thus enables us to specify the abstract concept of a label via its responses on n examples. To facilitate the mathematical notations, we equivalently examine the columns of Y's transpose, denoted as
n×m . In the following, we proceed to introduce two important assumptions for streaming label learning problem.
• Label Self-representation. Given m labels indexed by l i (i = 1, ..., m), each of them can be represented by vectors {y * 1 , ..., y * m }. We employ a valuable assumption of "labels represent themselves" to model the label relationship. Specifically, a label is assumed to be represented as a combination of other labels. For example, a linear representation is utilized for a given label l i ,
where
T is the coefficient vector to reconstruct label l i and s (1), while s j i < 0 implies that label l j has negative influence on label l i . s i is encouraged to be sparse, so that label l i only has connections with several labels.
• Hypotheses of Labels. Multi-label learning aims to learn better hypotheses of labels with the help of relationship between labels. A simple yet effective approach to formulate the process of multi-label decision
T . The multi-label classifier W can thus be regarded as the composition of classifiers regarding different labels {w 1 , ..., w m }, where w i is the classifier w.r.t. label l i . We assume that the relationship between labels can be inherited by classifiers of different labels. Given label l i represented by its related labels N i = {l j |s j i = 0, j = 1, ..., m} according to Eq.(1), classifier w i w.r.t. label l i can thus be represented by the classifiers regarding those related labels using the same coefficient vector s i ,
Broadly speaking, label relationship acts as a regularization of multi-label classifier W , which encourages W to be represented by itself as well.
The linear self-representation of labels is a simple yet effective assumption within multi-label learning indeed. There usually exist significant dependencies among labels in multi label learning. With the extension of real datasets, these dependencies are enhanced as well. Thus it is easy for some specific label to investigate a group of "neighborhood" labels involved in its linear representation among a great many labels.
1 Note that our operation over label matrix resembles label selection techniques in [16] , which also assumes linear self-representation of labels, but they are developed from distinct perspectives. Label selection focuses on selecting a shared subset of labels to recover all the given labels. Nevertheless, the proposed label self-representation aims to accurately represent the label current in progress, which will not be distracted by the reconstruction results of other labels. Besides, we propagate the label relationship exploited through label self-representation into the process of learning multi-label classifiers, instead of independently learning classifiers for the selected label subset. It is instructive to note that the label self-representation operation implicitly encourages W to be low rank, which is also a widely-used assumption in multi-label learning [13] , [14] .
Streaming Label Learning
Conventional well-trained multi-label learning model on data associated with a large number of labels is difficult to be adapted to the newly arrived labels without computationally intensive re-training, and the label relationship discovered by existing methods cannot be straightforwardly extended with the emerging new labels as well.
This section details the proposed steaming label learning (SLL) mechanism, designed for accommodating emerging new labels. Basically, SLL consists of two steps. For the k newly arrived labels, we first exploit their relationships between m past labels, and then learn their corresponding hypotheses with the help of previously well-trained model regarding past labels and the exploited label relationship.
We first assume there is only one newly-arrived label (k = 1) and then extend it into a mini-batch setting (k ≥ 1). Denote a well-trained multi-label learning model over m labels as 
where the least squares acts as a residual penalty for the label representation and λ > 0 encourages sparsity. In this way, we can obtain the representation s m+1 of the new label l m+1 . The label relationship between the new label and past labels can provide us helpful information to learn the hypothesis regarding the new label. According to hypotheses of labels in Eq.(2), we have
for new label l m+1 . Eq.(4) actually provides prior information for the new classifier w m+1 to be learned. By further 1 . We will validate the linear self-representation of labels empirically in Section 6.
considering its prediction error, w m+1 can be learned by minimizing the following objective function:
where β > 0 is a regularization parameter and (·, ·) is a loss function to measure the discrepancy between the groundtruth label and the prediction. We choose the 2 loss function in our experiment for simplicity though our SLL can adapt to other loss functions, since 2 loss is shown to stand out in most cases of multi-label classification tasks comparing to other loss functions, such as logistic loss and L 2 -hinge loss [13] . Therefore, the new classifier can be learned subsequently, but integrated with the already-learned knowledge of past labels. SLL with one new label can be naturally extended into a mini-batch setting, where a mini-batch of new labels instead of one single label is processed at a time.
Mini-batch extension. Given a batch of k new labels
.., y * m+k }, the challenging part is that we need to consider not only the relationships between new labels and past labels, but also those among new labels.
Suppose that each new label is reconstructed with the help of all the other labels (new labels and past labels), i.e.
. Then the representation of new labels can be also solved through the following optimization problem as Eq. (3),
where (S new ) m+i,i = 0 is to exclude each individual label from its reconstruction. As a result, the representation of new labels can be obtained. Moreover, considering the partitioning of
new . Thus we can observe that S (1) new corresponds to the representation from m past labels while S (2) new means the interactive representation of the k new labels, which coheres with the assumption we make.
After obtaining S new , it can also be employed in the process of learning new classifiers,
new where W new is the parameter matrix for new labels. Then the optimization function is formulated asJ
Note that the adopted loss function in Eq. (8) is decomposable, namely,
where y ij new is the j-th new label value of the i-th example
Algorithm 1 Framework of Streaming Label Learning
Input: A well-trained multi-label classifier W ∈ R d×m with respect to m (usually large enough) labels. 1: while areMoreLabelsAvailable() do 2:
Label representation structure S new : solving Eq.7, m ← m + k 8: end while Output: multi-label classifier with parameter W in terms of all m labels.
new = 0, it means that we neglect the relationships within new labels, and only investigate the relationships between new labels and past labels. This case coheres with the single new label scenario, and thus it can be viewed as a special case with batch size 1.
The framework of the proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we show the details of optimization in SLL. Basically, the optimization mainly consists of two parts, i.e.solving the label representation S and the classifier parameter matrix W . Additionally, we introduce a natural method to initialize the proposed steaming label learning algorithm.
Optimizing the New Label Representation S
For a single new label (see Problem (3)), the optimization is unconstrained yet with a non-smooth regularization term. In fact, it is an 1 -regularized linear least-squares problem or Lasso. This problem has been thoroughly investigated in many literatures, and there exist a great many algorithms to solve it efficiently, such as alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [21] , least angle regression (LARS) [22] , grafting [23] and feature-sign search algorithm [24] . Also there are some off-the-shelf toolboxes or packages solving it, e.g. CVX [25] , [26] , TFOCS [27] and SPAMS [28] . Note that the optimization of Problem (3) depends on the dimension of the label set. To handle the label proliferation problem, we propose to implement clustering trick [15] to all labels, then select labels with an appropriate number for each cluster and compose a relatively small label dictionary in order to improve the efficiency.
As for new labels in the mini-batch setting, Problem (7) can be efficiently solved over each column of S new using parallel techniques. And each subproblem can also be handled like Eq.(3).
Optimizing the Classifier W for New Labels w m+1 in Problem (5).
Various gradient-based or subgradient-based methods can be adopted to minimize Eq.(5). Different from [13] , which seeks to process a large number of labels all at once and has to turn to cheap methods, such as conjugate gradient (CG) method, Eq.(5) provides a practical solution to learn multiple labels in a streaming manner, and thus largely alleviates the challenge of a prodigious number of labels on machine load and computational cost. We only concern a d-dimension optimization problem, which enables us to adopt more accurate methods, like LBFGS search, with little computational cost. With the squared loss, we can even obtain a closed-form solution of Eq.(5),
) which only needs to inverse a d × d matrix instead of dr × dr in [13] , where r is the low rank upper bound.
W new in Problem (8). Similarly, Eq. (8) can also be solved by various gradient-gradient methods. However, the bottleneck is the calculation of gradients and the corresponding Hessian matrix for its cost may be extremely large. Let w new = vec(W new ) ∈ R dk , where vec(·) is the vectorization of a matrix. Since loss function is separable over each w m+i , then the gradient and Hessian matrix of w new can be calculated using the gradient and Hessian matrix over each w m+i . Besides, denoting
new ), the residual penalty
, whose gradient and Hessian matrix are easy to calculate.
, then the gradient and Hessian-vector multiplication of w new are:
T i z j and stack{·} means stacking the vectors in the set to form a longer vector according to the ascending index order. As a result, the calculation of gradient and Hessian-vector multiplication can be efficiently obtained using Eqs. (10)- (11) . For the 2 loss function, the key factors G and H in Eq. (10)- (11) can be more easily calculated,
In SLL, k is usually small and thus we can turn to more refined techniques, such as various line search. However, since the size of Problem (8) is d × k, we propose to adopt cheap methods, such as Conjugate Gradient (CG), when feature dimension d is very large.
An Initialization proposal of W m for Past Labels
Optimization and implementation of SLL requires an already well-trained model W m for past m labels, which is critical for the performance over k new labels. In real application, we just utilize an obtained W m as the input of SLL to model k new labels, without retraining the m + k labels. Furthermore, although SLL is designed for modelling new labels, one additional merit is that it also provides a solution for the memory limited multi label learning problem. Almost all existing MLL methods need to load the whole feature and label data into the memory, and they may be fairly restrictive to be trained on low-end computation devices at hand since the datasets are tending to be larger and larger. Fortunately, due to the separate two steps of SLL, we can load label data and feature data successively into memory, since they dominate the memory overhead of both two steps respectively. In this way, SLL can basically decrease half of memory need for the training of MLL, together with considering the dependencies among labels.
In this case, based on the two assumptions in Section 2.1, one practical proposal for learning the initial classifier W m over past m labels is in a similar approach as that for SLL, by minimizing the following objective:
are the weight parameters. Usually, we expect that the objective function is minimized given a small reconstruction error of labels, thus much weight (i.e. large λ 3 ) should be imposed on
F term in Eq. (13) . Problem (13) is basically solved with the alternative iteration strategy, i.e. fixing one variable and optimizing the other until convergence. As for solving for S m , it is still a lasso problem, and can adopt the same methods in solving Problem (7) . As for solving W m , it can be viewed as a special case of Problem (8) 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we theoretically analyze the proposed SLL, regarding the following two aspects: (a) the generalization of the designed classifier for new labels; and (b) the difference between the classifier parameter matrix obtained with streaming labels and that without streaming labels.
Generalization Error Bounds
We first analyze excess risk bounds for SLL. In particular, we present a generalization error bound for the new classier learned in the steaming fashion. Moreover, we show that under some circumstances, our SLL can give a tighter bound than the common trace norm or Frobenius norm regularization in the ERM framework.
Since SLL focuses on boosting the performance of new labels by exploring the knowledge from past labels, it needs a well-trained multi-label classifier as the initialization input, denoted as W old ∈ R d×m . Suppose k new labels are involved at a time, then SLL is implemented upon a data distribution D = X × {−1, 1} k , where X ∈ R d is the feature space. Training data contains n points (x 1 , y 1 ), ..., (x n , y n ), which are sampled i.i.d. from the distribution D, where x i ∈ X is the feature vector and y i ∈ {−1, 1} k is the ground-truth label vector. Our SLL is based on the proposed label selfrepresentation and hypotheses, which can be viewed as a regularization. And the regularized set can be written as W := {W ∈ R d×k , W − W old S F ≤ ε, S 1,1 ≤ λ}, where S is the representation weight matrix of new labels with a sparsity controlling parameter λ. For simplicity, we just analyze the scenario where k new labels have no interaction in their representation.
Given the obtained training data, SLL learns a classifierŴ by minimizing the empirical risk over the reg-
, then the goal is to show the learnedŴ possesses good generalization, i.e., L(Ŵ ) ≤ inf W ∈W L(W ) + . We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
Assume we learn a new predictor W ∈ R d×k in terms of k new labels using streaming label learning formulation W = arg min W ∈WL (W ) over a set of n training points, where
Then with probability at least 1 − δ, we have
where c = W old F and we presume (w.
According to Theorem 1, the key term of the upper bound is the second term and it depends on the value of (ε + λc). ε is related to the accuracy of the self-representation of label hypotheses, then if the representation performs accurately, ε can be sufficiently small. λ controls the coefficient sparsity and is usually small. Moreover, considering W F ≤ ε + λ W old F in W, thus SLL might provide a small upper bound of W F or sometimes of W * , which means the generalization error bound generated by SLL could be tighter than the common Frobenius or trace norm regularization, when ε and λ are sufficiently small. Proof of Theorem 1 is referred to Appendix A.
Streaming Approximation Error Bound
We now investigate whether the classifier matrix learned by SLL is seriously deviated from the one learned under the conventional multi-label learning setting. Precisely, suppose we have k labels and the classifier matrix isŴ k , and then we learned a new label classifier matrixŵ using SLL. However, without SLL we would learn a classifier corresponding to all k + 1 labels, denoted asŴ k+1 . The goal is to estimate the difference betweenŴ k+1 and [Ŵ k , w], which reflects the cost of classifier learned by SLL. Given the training data X = [x 1 , ..., x n ] ∈ R d×n and their label matrix Y = [y 1 , ..., y n ] ∈ {−1, 1} (k+1)×n , the classifier parameter matrixŴ k+1 is determined in the following optimization:
where S is the label structure matrix of all k + 1 labels. Then we have the following theorem: Theorem 2. Given the training data {X, Y} of k + 1 labels, the classifier matrixŴ k+1 is determined in Eq. (14) . Assuming the first k labels are also learned using Eq. (14) denoted asŴ k , while the (k + 1)th label is learned under the streaming label learning framework, denoted asŵ, then the following inequality holds,
is the least squares loss value of the classifier learned by SLL; constant τ = I − S 2 F and σ 1 (·) indicates the smallest singular value. Moreover, we presume (w.l.o.g) that x i 2 2 ≤ Ω and X is of full row rank. As indicated in Theorem 2, we present an approximation error bound forŴ k+1 − [Ŵ k ,ŵ] using the least squares loss for simplicity and it shows that the bound is directly controlled by the loss of SLL. The better the SLL learns the classifier (i.e.the smaller C is), the tighter the bound will be. In this way, if we focus on SLL with much effort, then the learned classifier would not tend to be unsatisfying. Proof of Theorem 2 is referred to Appendix B.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct experiments on SLL to demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in terms of dealing with new labels.
Datasets. We select 5 benchmark multi-label datasets to implement the setting of SLL, including three small datasets (Bibtex, MediaMill and Delicious) and two large datasets (EURlex and Wiki10). See Table 1 for the details of these datasets.
Baseline methods. We compare the proposed SLL with three competing methods: 1). BR [7] . Since our setting focuses on the streaming labels, to our best knowledge, only it can accommodate new labels without retrain the model related to past labels.
2). LEML (low rank empirical risk minimization for multilabel learning) [13] . Since SLL and LEML are both within ERM framework, we analyze the difference of their classification performance. 3). SLEEC (sparse local embeddings for extreme classification) [15] . Since SLL aims at handling new labels and is capable of scaling to large datasets, we choose the state-of-the-art SLEEC in extreme classification.
Evaluation Metrics. We use three prevalent metrics to measure the performance of all competing methods including our SLL: (a) Hamming loss, which concerns the holistic classification accuracy over all labels, (b) precision at k (P@k), which is usually used in tagging or recommendation and only top k predictions are involved in the evaluation, and (c) average AUC, which reflects the ranking performance.
For Lasso-style Problems 3 and 7, we use a Choleskybased implementation of the LARS-Lasso algorithm to efficiently solve them with a high accuracy, supported by SPAMS optimization toolbox [28] , and implement it in a parallel way. As for obtaining the classifier defined in Problems (5) and (8), we propose to use LBFGS line search in small datasets (or use Eq. (9) with moderate d accelerated by GPU) and utilize conjugate gradient descent in large datasets, based on techniques in Eqs. (10) and (11).
Validation of Effectiveness
Single new label. Basically SLL relies on an initial multilabel classifier related to the past labels, which can be learned by solving Problem (13) . We first compare the classification results with varying label ratios which are involved in the initialization training. Since the streaming labels are processed one by one, only BR can handle this case while other methods (including LEML and SLEEC) have to implement retraining many times, but have identical results with all labels ( ratio = 100%) involved in initialization. Figure 1 shows the P@3 accuracy and average AUC results, together with their trends, in various initial label ratios. From these results, we have the following observations. 1) For SLL, more labels involved in the initialization tend to improve its performance. However, with the increase of initial ratio, the improvement would be less obvious; when the ratio is larger than an appropriate value (e.g. 70% for Bibtex, 60% for Delicious), the performance would keep relatively stable, even sometimes getting worse. Thus selecting the initial label size is very critical when dealing with large datasets, and 50%∼70% would be a satisfying option. 2) In terms of all labels (100% ratio), SLL can yield better accuracies than those of BR and LEML and is competitive with SLEEC. This indicates our used label structure tends to be a stronger regularization in training multi-label classifiers compared to the common Frobenious or trace norm regularization.
Mini-batch new labels. For handling new labels in the minibatch fashion, we investigate the results with different batch sizes. Specifically, for each dataset we randomly choose 50% (for Delicious 483) labels as past labels since it tends to be a sensible option. Then we focus on the following new labels with different batch sizes. Instead of single new label senecio, in this case a batch of new labels can be independently processed within the traditional multi-label 1573  1574  1575  1576  1577  1578  1579  1580  1581  1582  1583  1584  1585  1586  1587  1588  1589  1590  1591  1592  1593  1594   1628  1629  1630  1631  1632  1633  1634  1635  1636  1637  1638  1639  1640  1641  1642  1643  1644  1645  1646  1647  1648 learning for LEML and SLEEC, including BR. The average results in various batches of labels are shown in Table 2 .
As indicated by the results, SLL largely outperforms other methods in dealing with mini-batch new labels. Under this setting, BR, LEML and SLEEC cannot employ the knowledge from past labels and regard the learning of new labels as an independent process. Nevertheless, SLL enables to learn new labels based on the obtained knowledge. Note that with the increase of batch size, the gap between SLL and other methods would shrink since the amount of labels is already large for well train a multi-label model; nevertheless, the training cost will increase accordingly.
Efficiency in dealing with new labels
So far we have shown the superiority of SLL in classification performance, we now evaluate its efficiency in larger datasets. We select 100/200, 1k/2k and 10k/20k labels of Delicious, EURlex and Wiki10 respectively to serve initialization, then focus on the performance of 100 new labels. For SLL, we adopt the same initialization results with LEML. The average running time is showed in Figure 2 , zoomed out using log10 scale. We can see that SLL and BR clearly surpass LEML and SLEEC in running time since they do not need the expensive retraining process. Note that the difference between SLL and BR lies in the label structure probe procedure, and for large datasets we can use clustering trick to reduce the scale of problem (3). For example, we select 3k labels for Wiki10 to form the fixed dictionary in Lasso, thus with the increase of label size, SLL can still be comparative with BR in efficiency.
Investigated label structure
Since the adopted label structure plays an significant role in SLL because it helps to train classifiers with a special regularization, we intuitively show the investigated label relationships, i.e.for a given label what labels are involved in its reconstruction. We select three labels and their five representation "neighbors" of Bibtex dataset in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , we can easily see that some related labels in logic are exactly investigated by our SLL, which intuitively explains the reasons that SLL works. For example, to label "epitope", which is a terminology in immunology, some investigated labels are connected with its description, such as "honogeneous" and "sequence" while some are also in immunology, including "lipsome" and "immunosensor". 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the streaming label learning (SLL) framework, which enables to model newly-arrived labels with the help of the knowledge learned from past labels. More precisely, we investigate the relationships among labels by examining label matrix from the perspective of label space and propose the label structure to embed it into the empirical risk minimization (ERM) framework, which regularizes the learning of the new classifier. We showed SLL can provide a tighter generalization bound of new labels and would not lose accuracy because SLL explores and exploits the label relationship. Thus SLL can be viewed as an efficient way to learn new classifiers under multi-label learning framework, but with no need of retraining the whole multi-label model. Experiments comprehensively demonstrated the superiority of SLL to existing multi-label learning methods in terms of handling new labels.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we detail the proof of Theorem 1, following the framework presented in [13] . In the sequel, we will show that under streaming label learning, a tighter uniform convergence bound for the empirical losses will be obtained in terms of new classifiers. Denote the regularization set of SLL as W := {W ∈ R d×k , W − W old S F ≤ ε, S 1,1 ≤ λ}, where W old is the previous multi-label classifier matrix for past labels and S is the representation weight matrix of new labels with a sparsity inducing parameter λ.
The goal of the proof is to show with high probability the following inequality holds:
where is a small quantity.
] is the expectation of loss function or the real loss.
is the empirical risk of the training data. Let
Thus we focus on the original uniform convergence bound. Typically, the whole proof of Eq.A can be accomplished within three steps. We will elaborate them in the sequel.
A.1 Bounding Excess Risk Using Its Supremum
To probe an appropriate upper bound of the excess risk L(Ŵ ) −L(Ŵ ), it is natural to investigate its supremum,
For the decomposable loss function (y, x, W ) = k l=1 (y l , x, w l ), the change in any (x i , y i ) would induce a perturbation of g ((x 1 , y 1 ) , ..., (x n , y n )) at most O( k n ). Then by using McDiarmid's inequality, the sum of squared perturbations will be bounded by 2k 2 n , and thus the excess risk is bounded by a term related to the expectation of g ((x 1 , y 1 ) , ..., (x n , y n )), the expected suprēmus deviation. Therefore, with probability at least 1 − δ, it holds that
In the sequel, we will investigate the upper bound of the expected suprēmus deviation.
A.2 Bounding Expected Suprēmus Deviation by a Rademacher Average
Now we bound the expected suprēmus deviation using its calculation and some tricks related to the Rademacher complexity. Note that we adopt a Rademacher average introduced in [13] . And we have
where i (i = 1, ..., n) are the Rademacher variables. The first inequality utilizes the Jensen inequality and the last inequality is based on the assumption that the loss function is bounded and C-Lipschitz. Here we adopt a Redemacher complexity defined as follows: 
A.3 Estimating the Redemacher Complexity
By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the Triangle inequality of matrix norms, we obtain 1 n E 2 ]] is assumed to be no more than 1 without loss of generality. Thus we can obtain an upper bound of the Redemacher complexity to establish Theorem 1:
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Now we detail the proof of Theorem 2, which aims to analyze the cost introduced by SLL, i.e., the perturbation of classifier parameter matrix (including both past labels and new labels) due to the SLL mechanism. Assuming the past label size is m and a new label is given, the goal is to estimate the difference of the classifier matrix between the SLL and the original m+1 parameter matrix. Given the training data X = [x 1 , ..., x n ] ∈ R d×n and their label matrix Y = [y 1 , ..., y n ] ∈ {−1, 1} (m+1)×n , the m + 1-dimensional classifier parameter matrix is determined by the following optimization:
where S is the label structure matrix of all m + 1 labels. DenotingZ = [Ŵ ,ŵ], we have J(Z) ≥ J(Ẑ), and substitute it into the expression of J(Z), and then we have T where ·, · is the inner product of two matrices. Similarly, the left hand side can also be rewritten using the approximation error ∆ and for simplicity we consider the least squares loss function,
Thus we obtain
(Z −ZS)(I − S)
T Suppose d n and X is of full row rank, and denote its smallest singular value as σ 1 (X), then based on the singular value decomposition, we have and it is equivalent to
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
